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2.16 Review
2.16.1 Key knowledge summary
2.2 Examining the evidence

• Some societies in this period did not keep written records.
• Some sources have been lost and most people could not read or write so there are significant gaps in

our evidence.
• Sources often provide the recorded evidence of only one section of a society and only one side in a

conflict.
• Because sources can often be one-sided we need to look out for bias.

2.3 People on the move

• Migrating nomads caused centuries of chaos in Europe and Asia.
• Invaders took over much of the former Roman Empire.
• The Byzantine Empire kept ancient Roman culture alive.
• The Persian and Byzantine empires were weakened by wars with each other.

2.4 Religions on the move

• In the Early Middle Ages, the rise of Islam created a powerful new civilisation.
• Islam expanded into three continents.
• Christianity spread gradually to dominate almost all of Europe by around 1000.

2.5 A different way of life

• Smaller, weaker states replaced the Roman Empire.
• Cities, learning and trade declined in early medieval Europe.
• Feudalism became the dominant social system.

2.6 Rulers, religion and the changing map of medieval Europe

• By later medieval times, peasants were increasingly forced into serfdom.
• New technologies increased the destructiveness of wars.
• European rulers claimed to be chosen by god.
• Many Asian rulers claimed to be demigods.
• The Muslims were driven out of Spain but Muslim Turks came to control Europe’s Balkan Peninsula.

2.7 Migrations, invasions and empires in Asia

• Japan became a feudal society.
• China suffered invasions by nomads but the Chinese Empire was restored under the Song dynasty.
• The Delhi Sultanate dominated northern India from 1206 until it was destroyed by Mongols in 1398.
• Indian traditions influenced much of South-East Asia.
• The Mongol Empire overwhelmed many civilisations in the thirteenth century.

2.8 Populations, cities and trade

• Improved farming technologies enabled more food production so populations grew.
• Populations fell dramatically due to the Black Death in the mid-1300s.

1. From the mid-1300s, populations, cites and trade all grew significantly.

2.9 Muslim traders and Africa

• Arab Muslims conquered coastal North Africa in the seventh century.
• By the thirteenth century, Arab Muslims had trading bases along the east coast of Africa and controlled

trade between Africa, Arabia and India.
• Several powerful African kingdoms became wealthy through trade between the ninth and fifteenth

centuries.
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2.10 The emerging power of western Europe

• Western Europe was changed between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries by the Renaissance, the
Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment.

• European power spread through explorers finding new sea routes, conquering new lands and founding
colonies.

2.11 Portuguese and Spanish voyages of discovery

• The quest for huge profits and religious zeal motivated Portugal and Spain to take the African trade
from the Muslims and find a sea route to India.

• The discovery of the Americas was an accidental result of Spain’s quest to find a sea route to India.

2.12 Vasco da Gama opens the East

• Vasco da Gama commanded the first Portuguese voyage to India.
• His achievement led to Portuguese domination of the trade between East and West in spices and luxury

goods.

2.13 Consequences of the discoveries

• The rising maritime powers of western Europe were the Dutch, French and English, who established
American colonies in the seventeenth century.

• The Dutch took control of the eastern trade from Portugal.
• Imperial rivalry grew between the British, leading to war.
• Colonisation had enormous impacts, especially on subject peoples.
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<New Timeline to come>
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2.16.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

2.16 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:
Ideas, religion and exploration. How did the changes of the Middle Ages reshape the world?
1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has your

learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?
2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

Interactivity: From the ancient to the modern world crossword (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook: Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

GLOSSARY
caravel a type of light, fast ship, used mainly by the Portuguese and Spanish between the fifteenth century and

seventeenth century
Caucasus the region where Europe meets Asia between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea
circumnavigate to sail around the world
clockwork the inner workings of a mechanical clock or a machine that operates in a similar way
colony an area of a country that is ruled by a different country
compass navigation instrument that shows the direction of north
contiguous adjoining, where its parts are not separated by other states or oceans
dhow a traditional Arab sailing vessel
doctrine of Mahomet the religion of Islam; the Muslim faith, which follows the teachings of Mohammed
Gaul most of present-day France and Belgium
heresy any religious opinion that differed from that of the Roman Catholic Church
Holy Land land in the Middle East which has significant importance for Christians, Muslims and Jews
idolatry worship of idols
imperial the rule of an emperor or something belonging to an empire
Judaism the religion of the Jewish people
khaghan title equivalent to emperor; Great Khan
khan title of rulers in Central Asia; ‘king’, ‘chief’
khanate territory ruled by a khan
lancers mounted troops armed with lances (spear-like weapons used when charging)
lateen sail a triangular sail rigged at 45 degrees to the mast of a boat or ship
Latin America the part of the Americas that was colonised by the Spanish and Portuguese
mariner’s astrolabe a medieval instrument used to navigate while sailing. It was used to find a ship’s latitude by

measuring the altitude of the Sun or a star.
monastery a place where Christian monks lived
maritime trade trade by sea
mercenary a soldier who fights for money rather than for patriotic reasons
New World a term used to describe the Americas
nomadic moving around from place to place
orient a historical term referring to Asia
pre-empted took possession before others could
Renaissance meaning ‘rebirth’, it refers to the flowering of the arts and sciences in late medieval Italy and later in

north-western Europe
scurvy a painful and often fatal disease caused by lack of vitamin C
self-sufficient able to provide for its own needs
serfdom the position of peasants who were not free to leave the land they worked
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shamanism central Asian religion based on a belief in many gods in the natural world and the power of shamans
(priests) to influence these gods
steppes a vast plain without trees
sternpost rudder a heavy board hung from the centre of the back of a ship that makes it easier to steer
subjugate subdue and control
supremacy domination, being at the top
Tatars another name for Mongols. Also known as Tartars.
vassal state a state whose ruler acknowledges a foreign ruler as his overlord
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